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Faculty defeats motion to abolish FYS
By CfflTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
After much debate on boA sides of
the issue, the motion to abolish First-Ye- ar
Seminar (FYS) as a graduation
requirement was defeated 52 to 36 in
Monday's faculty meeting.
Introducingthemotionon the floor,
English professor Hory Herring said
.mat the goals of the program had
verged on incoherent , and the only
way a genuinely innovative program
could be defined was if the motion
was passed. -
"Ibis would allow for clearing the
field root and branch of the incoher-e- nt
scheme that now exists," Herring
said.
Herring added mat since most 100-lev- el
courses teach students critical
writing and thinking, the First-Ye-ar
Serninarprogram seems tobe in place
only for non-academ- ic reasons such
as small classes, and individual ad-
visers for first-ye-ar students.
Regarding the standofEducational
Amnios separates race, art in
By TODD LEWIS
The 1993-9- 4 Wooster Forum Lec-
ture Series continued last night with a
presentation by artist Emma Amos
entitled "Art Can Make You See in
the Dark."
Amos spoke of the circumstances
surrounding her development as an
artist, from her experiences in her
childhood home of Atlanta to her
college days at Antioch College in
Yellow Springs. Reflecting on the
importance of her childhood on her
development, Amos said, "Atlanta
was a Mecca for black intellectuals
because ofMorehouse and Spellman
Universities. JL read Zora Neal
Huston, whan my father had known
in the '40s."
Recalling her college days, Amos
saidthatwhile"not knowing toomuch
freshman year is no big deal," one
should have thought-provoki- ng ex-
periences while at college.
As an example, she recalled that
"Albert Camus' writings about capi-
tal punishment made me question my
assumptions and confront my idioms
on many levels." She encouraged
students to do much the same thing.
Amos went on to discuss how her
thinking was influenced by people as
differentas Betty Friedan andTolstoy.
However,shewas"madetoseeinthe
dark by Tony Morrison's Playing in
theDark; Whiteness and the Literary
Imaginadoninl992." Amos wenton
to discuss how attitudes about race
"
and politics have affected her intel
Policy Committee (EPC) on First-Ye- ar
Seminar, Herring said, "EPC
cannot tell us to teach a program we
do not believe in the integrity of any
longer."
Com- -
menting on
the problem
the College
has had in re-
cruiting fac-
ulty mem
"EPC cannot tell us to teach a
program we do not believe in
the integrity ofany longer"
ProfessorHenry Herring
bers to teach
FYS,Henrngsaid,"Wedon'twantto
require faculty to teach mis course. If
faculty rnembers support triisprcrarn,
they should also agree to teach it"
One of the individuals who spoke
in favor of Seminar and against the
motionwasBkdogyprofessorDonald
Wise. "First Year Seminar is an inte-
gral portion of a four-ye-ar curricu-
lum," Wise said. "Abolishing it will
destroy the four-ye- ar focus of mis
institution, which is unique."
Serninar is the ody course in which
lectual development.
- Using a slide show showing the
works of several artists, including
herself, Amos spoke on how the poli-
tics of the surrounding world influ-
ence the way in which art is inter-
preted and appreciated. She urged the
aiyjiw. to abandon such constric-
tive modes ofanalysis and to focus on
the art itself rather than theartist or his
or her race or gender.
After her prepared speech, Amos
answered questions from the audi-
ence. She later responded to even
more queries and autograph requests
in Frick Art Museum, where there is
an ongoing display of her works.
Asked ifshe thought that her liberal
arts education had played an impor-tamro- le
inhier success, she said, "Most
certainly. Even though I teach stu-
dents who are earning their bachelor
of fine am degree, I still believe that
a liberal arts degree is me best prepa-
ration for a career in the arts."
"Even in my own students, I see
that they have toomarrystudtocourses,
and not enough history, philosophy,
psychology, and literature," she said.
Students arid faculty of theCollege
were not alone in turning out to see
Amos. Art teachers from as far as
Cleveland and Oberiin College came
to see Amos and the exhibits of her
works. - .
Ruj Sangkasaba '97, an interna-
tional student from Bangkok, Thai-
land, said, "It's very interesting how
the speaker points out how black art-
ists often prefer to compose black art.
theprofessor serves asamodel, learn-
ing along with the students as he or
she reads new materials with them, he
added.
If we believe in a liberal arts edu--
cation,thisis
ajobwemust
assum," Her-
ring said.
"We are not
a technical
school, and
the shape or
theme of this program is not impor-
tant, it is the philosophy behind it that
is more important"
Carolyn Durham, Women's Stud-
ies and French professor, called on
everyone in the room to be honest
with themselves and honest about the
academic seriousness and intellec-
tual rigor of Seminar.
The form of the First-Ye-ar Semi-
nar undermines our very best inten-
tions," she said. Theabsenceorpres-enc- e
of discussion in the class has
.. '."
' v '.---' - - .
v 'J ''
- i &
Noted artist Emma Amos spoke last night at FYS Forum series. Amos'
lecture, "Art Can Make You see in tbe Dark" drew art teachers from
as far as Cleveland and Oberiin College.
I agree mat being an artist, you should
not have such an attitude, concentrat-
ing on being black and white. Some-
times the distinction is very hard to
identify. We shouldn't have these
bciundaries; we shouldn't confine our
become an adequate standard on the
basis of which to judge the success of
teaching this program," Durham
added.
History professor James Hodges, a
recent convert to the motion, as he
called himself, said, "It doesn't work
anymore. Only 16 faculty members
showed up to teach this course."
"If you don't vote to teach it, then
you ought to vote for our motion. To
be meaningful, the program has to be
taught with a passion," Hodges said.
Political Science professor Karen
Beckwith fervently opposed the mo-
tion, saying mat not all first-ye- ar
courses permit critical thinking and
that some classes are too big for the
individual instruction which is pos-
sible in Seminar.
Beckwithadded that Seminar wasa
defining characteristic of mis institu-
tion and should stay in place.
RengkxisStuchesprofesscrCharies
please see FYS, page 2
Forum
provided by NEWS SERVICES
selves like that."
Dean of Faculty Susan Figge was
Impressed with the degree of student
participation, and she encouraged all
who hadnot done so tocome to see the
Amos exhibit at Frick HalL
Page 2
NewsBriefs
NATIONAL
Amber Toni Morrison won the Nobel Prize for Literature on Thursday.
Chicago Bulls guard Michael Jordan surprised many people by retiring on
Tuesday.
Former fugitive Katherine Ann Power was sentenced to eight to twelve years
far her role in a 1970 bank robbery that resulted in the death of a police officer.
--The mother of the British iourifl'wmrf'P1tedCnrhegnd
ofkiQing. She does not want any of the four men charged with the murder of
her son to be sentenced to the death penalty.
INTERNATIONAL
An earthquake in Southeast India left more than 30,000 people dead or
missing. It wiped out several villages andcreated mass anxwnu of destruction.
ljmnn wmnrni that thrre is a March (Vxfl jnr. lor pulling troops out of
Somalia. As vwlencem Somalia increases, the arnoum
sent to Somalia also increases. So far. Clinton's policies onSomaliahave been
vague.
Yeltsin regained his position of power after defeating Georgian leader Zorkin.
He explained 10 the public that not only will the national parliament be voted
upon during the December elections, new regional and kxal councils will also
be voted upon.
National and international news briefs compiled by KATE PETERSON
with information from USA Today
IPO Bulletin
The International Programs Office
is srxjnsoring its 6th annual IPO Fair
featuring representatives, returnees
and information about a multitude of
study abroad programs. Over 15 dif-
ferent overseas programs, all of the
College's language departments, and
the Great Lakes CoQege Association
programs wffl berepresentedWednes-G,froml0ajn.to2pjnmLow- ry
Pit. Slides and videos wul be shown,
applications and catalogs will be
passed out, as well as questions an-
swered about study programs.
This is an excelWit time for all
snyVrtry especially for first-ye-ar stu--
FYS
continued from fiout page
Rammer, who spoke against the mo-tienf- er
reasons thatincluded the pres-
ence of academic discourse among
students as aresuh of Seminar, never-thele- ss
suggested taking astrong.hard
look at the existing program.
Members of the Student Govern-
ment Association and the Black Stu-
dent Association were present at the
meeting. However, they did not have
an opportunity to contribute to the
debate.
"Iftinldacultydemonstratedaclear
OCTOBER STXCAC
COW STUDTNTS TOZ DISCOUNT
Trogrant Candles & Potpourri
'Gourmet Tocxls & CKorotatrs
T3ubWc baths & soaps
'Staliontru, Tramcs, & Tluqs
HEARTLAND
Gift Baskets
dents and scphomores to explore the
numerous study abroad opportunitiei
available. There is study abroad pro-
gram for all majors and countries you
want to visit.
lack of respect for student opinion on
issues of curriculum," SG A president
Lauren Cohen 94 said after the meet-fa-g.
Acabmet membersand sena-
tors who attended did so to show
student interest exists and we want
out voices to be part of the discussion
of these issues."
The SGA's Educational Affairs
Committee is in the process of plan-
ning a panel discussion with faculty
rcpvcjeniation on both sides of the
issue to discuss First Year Seminar in
LowryPn. Further mformation will
be posted at a later date.
151 N. Grant St.
(216) 2S4-499- 9
Specializing fri Cl Baskets Jar AH Occasions
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Fires strike Douglass, Luce
By LIZ FUTERBAUGH
Fires broke out in both Luce and
Douglass halls early last Saturday
maraing, fortunately causing no in-
jury or major damage in either case.
According to Dwayne Davis, di-
rector Presidential life arid services,
the fire in Luce occured at 6: 15 ajn. in
a student's second-flo- or dorm room.
"Itwas contained toa small area ofthe
room," Davis said. "Everything was
responded to very quickly."
According to Karen Fisher, resi-de-nt
director ofLuce HalL the student
apparently lit a candle and fell asleep
while fccontinued tobum. Thecandle,
located on the student's floor trunk,
burned down and the burning wax
caused the trunk to ignite,Fisher said.
The student woke up when smoke
filled the room.
"He got up and started yelling
There's a fire in herd By that time,
the alarms were already going off and
students were exiting the building."
Fisher said. She said another student
in the next room put out the fire with
a fire exstinguisher from the hallway
before the firefighters arrived. The
only damage was that done to the
trunk and a blackness from the smoke
on the walls and ceiling.
The student was very lucky that it
was taken care of as quickly as it
was." Fisher said. She said even
though she's never bad anything like
this happen in her two yean as resi-de-nt
director ofLuce, she knows a lot
of students in the building light
candles, an action prohited by cam-
pus policy.
"I think students don't take it as
seriously as they should," Fisher said.
"I sometimes wonder, is it going to
College receives grant for B-WIS- ER
NEWS RELEASE
The College breceiveda$59,901
grant from the Ohio Board ofRegents
to continue the B-WIS-ER Institute:
Buckeye Women in Science, Engi-neeri- ng
and Research Camp.
Since 1991. the College and the
Ohio Academy ofScience (OAS) have
cooperated each year to bring more
than 100 seventh-grad- e female stu-
dents from schools in Ohio to a week-lon- g
summer science camp and a faU
career conferenceon the CoOegecam-pu- s.
B-WIS- ER is designed to de-
velop self-anfiden-ce, nurture inter-
ests and heighten career expectations
Ralsa es Much ss You
Went In One Week!
Market Applications for the
hottest credit card ever NEW
GM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for
FREE T-SHI- RT & "94 GMC
JIMMY.
Cal 1-800-95- 0-1039. ext. 75.
o
"v
Firefighters investigate a small fire
alarm incidents this past week.
take the injury or death of someone
for students to take this seriously?"
Fisher referred the matter to the
Office of Residential Life and Ser-
vices and to Davis, who said, "The
staff deals with it and takes whatever
action is necessary to keep it from
happening again."
In a separate incident also on Satur-da- y.
an unknown vandal set fire to
materials on a student's door on the
first floor ofDouglass HaH, according
to Davis. Jeffrey Brodd. Douglass
resident director, said no one in the
building saw or heard the fire set at
3:30 am.
The first thing anyone heard was
the alarm." Brodd said. "Apparently
and aspirations ofstudents in science,
engineering and research through
hands-o-n activities and exposure to
female role models from education
and industry.
The continuing confidence of the
Ohio Board of Regents in supporting
the B-WIS- ER Institute partnership
between the College and OAS is es-
pecially encouraging in this highly
competitive economic climate," said
Lynn E. Elfner, chief executive offi-
cer of the OAS.
Reflecting on the institute's pro-
gram with the junior high-scho- ol stu-
dents, Ted Williams, a Wooster pro-fess-or
ofchemistry and theprogram's
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
in Luce HalL one of the many fire
the smoke set off the alarm." Brodd
said it looked as if someone walking
by had lit theconstruction paper deco-
rative name tags that were on the
door. He said the fire burned itself out
before anyone reached it and dam-
aged the finish on The door.
"Security was on the scene within a
minute or two." Brodd said. "We
don't know if the perpetrator exited r
the building or stayed in the build-- 1
ing." He said the room was near an
exit. .
Brodd said everyone in Douglass is
disturbed at the incident and would
appreciate any information anyone
may know. This is not a dorm that is
prone to vandalism," be said.
coordinator, said. "Seldom do you
have so many teachers concentrated
in one program who are totally com-mitt- ed
to excellence in the classroom.
Every summer,these20 science teach-
ers come to Wooster and perform
beyond the can ofduty to heighten the
interest these young women have in
the natural sciences, inathematics, en-gincer- ing
and computer science."
Williams also noted a measure of
the program's success is the fact that
Helen Murray Free, the president of
the American Chemical Society and a
1945 Wooster graduate, is seeking to
establish a similar program in her
home state of Indiana.
Student debate:
"Radsm and Free Speech on Campus"
When: Next Tuesday. October 12, from 7 pjn. to 8:30 pjn.
Where: Lean Lecture Room (basement of Wishart Hall).
What: This debate, which will take the form of a student court of
appeals, is the first in a four-pa- rt series entitled liberty, Morality, and the
Constitution: Student Debates in the Philosophy of Law."
AH members ofthe college community are imbed to attend.
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New giiidelMes for Greeks
Copelandproposes cut in activities hours
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
The Greek Life Committee (GLC)
will submit revised guidelines, part of
which win cut the total number of
education bouts in half, for Greek
new member activities.
These revisions came af-
ter President Henry
Copeland sent a letter to 4ThCampus Council Chair
Greg Simmons and mem-be- n required.
of GLC outlining his away
objections to parts ofCam
pus Council's ad hoc com- -
mittee proposal passed last
.
spring.
Dated Sept 1, trie leuer stated that
Copeland accepted all the proposal
excetteXukfelines forNew Mem-
ber Activities," which be felt, "could
represent pledging under a new
name."
Copeland's chief concern was the
length of time allowed for "education
and bonding activities," from amaxi-
mum of30 hours to 27 in the proposaL
Copeland wrote that he was "con-cem- ed
that theproposed length of this
period increases thepossibility ofvio-
lation of the C4ik) law on hazing and
of the College's Code of Social Re-
sponsibility."
Copeland asked Council to review
his concerns and his own suggested
breakdown of hours, which set the
CLASSIFIEDS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Earn $500-510-00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP
FIVE, 57 Greentree Dr., Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901.
TUTOR NEEDED.
Math tutor for high school Geom-
etry is needed.
Contact Desiree Norris at 263-05- 31
UPTOWNDOWNTOWN
THRIFT BOUTIQUE
250 W. North, Wooster.
262-973- 5
--Designer Labels
(Polo, J.Crew, The Gap, etc)
--Quality Jewelry
Natural Fabrics
A different tjpt ofplace.
maximum educating and bonding
activiies at 14 hours. The responsibil-
ity of this review falls upon GLC,
whose new composition is created by
last year's proposaL
The new composition ofGLC con-
sists of one non-Gre- ek student Cam- -
President doem't think it shouldbe
, He's concerned about time
from academics."
Chris Das, GLC member
pus Council representative, two inde-
pendent students, two faculty mem-
bers, two staff members and four In-ter-Gr- eek
Council (IGQ members.
According to Inter-Gree- k Council
Co-PresidemandGLCm-
ember Betsy
Shannon '95,Copeland met with her,
IGC Co-Presid- ent Steve Morris '94,
Shannon O'Neill 94, member of last
spring'sadhoc committee, andLowry
Center Director Bob Rodda.
They "discussed options" in their
meeting. Shannon said she felt the
meeting was productive and that
Copeland and the group came to an
understanding about "a healthy
amount of hours."
"Campus Council allotted eight
hours over a two-da-y period, for the
closing ceremony," Shannon said.
Traditionally,no group has ever had
a closing ceremony over three and a
half hours. We were willing to give
them away." She said the closing
ceremony is now two hours in a one-d- ay
period.
In his letter, Copeland also ex-
pressed reservations
about a required ser-
vice activity for all
members.
"The President
doesn't think it should
be required ChrisDas
95, GLC member,
said. "He's concerned
about time away from academics."
Das also said Copeland feels extra
time should be given to members to
study the material for the oral or writ-
ten tests that can be administered by
sections and clubs. All of this is still
being discussed by GLC, she said.
"GLC is getting suggestions from
Greeks on campus, especially IGC,"
Shannonsaid "We'recompumgthese
suggesncirearKl keeping mrriind Presi-
dent Copeland's suggestions."
Shannon said mat she feels the new
proposal is "a fair proposaL I think
definitely this proposal is different
and is a change for Greeks. But it's
definitely a positive proposaL" She
said she regards this year as a "test
year" for the system and hopes to do
an evaluation at the end of this year.
PrfemM Musldans
Technicians Borvnstain Bun"
SpodaltyCornlc Performers
Kent, Ohio
Friday. Nov. 12. 1993
Kent State University
Student Center - Third Floor
Auditions & Interviews: 230 430 pm
Columbus, Ohio
Sunday, Nov. 14, 1993
Holiday Inn On The Lane
328 W. Lane Avenue
Musician Auditions: 3:30 - 5:00 pm
Performer Auditions: 5:00 - 6:30 pm
- Technician & Berenstain Bear
Interviews: 3:30 6:30 pm
Cincinnati, Ohio
Monday. Nov. 15, 1993
Holiday Inn I-- 275 North
1--275 & Rt 42 (between 1-- 71 & 1-- 75)
Auditions & Interviews:
230-4:- 30 pm
Bowling; Croon, Ohio:
Saturday, Nov. 20. 1993
B.&S.U. - University Union
Musician Auditions: 9:30 -- 11:30 am
Performer Auditions: 12:00 2:00 pm
Technician Interviews: 930 1130 am --
Berenstain Bear Interviews:
12:00 2:00 pm
Abo At Cedar Point:
Friday. December 17. 1993
Friday. January 7r 1994
Auditions & Interviews '
12:00 -- 4:00
For additional sites and further
information contact
Cedar Point Uv Shows
P.O. Boa 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-800- 6
(419)627-239- 0
Black,
stresses empowerment
By TODD LEWIS -
The College hosted over 160 stu-
dents, faculty and administrators last
weekend for the third annual Black
and. Latino Student Leadership Con-
ference. This conference, held every
year by the Great Lakes Colleges
Association (GLCA), was the first
ever to be held at Wooster. Activities
included lectures as well as a recep-
tion, a banquet and a" party on Friday
night
Eileen Morrow, assistant dean of
students forblack student affairs, said,
"the Conference was geared to black
and Latino students. The theme was
empowerment through knowledge,
tools for leadership success."
The conference was"developed by
students in the GLCA to give students
information about leadership activi-
ties," said Morrow. "I. cused on
leadership development a 1 empow-
erment through knowledge. We
wanted to address the role of leader-
ship by black and Latino students,
self-effica- cy and esteem towards af-
fecting change in their lives."
She thought the main benefit to
students from the conference was,
"the students would take from the
conference the seeds to empower
themselves and their campus com-
munities and organizations. We also
saw mat this was a good oportunity
J FRANCE AUSTRALIA
5?
5
CO
MTERNATtONAL PROGRAMS I
BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
Strictly World Class
Global Internships and
LanguageLiberal Arts
Programs
a representative will be on campus:
October 13th
College ofWooster-O- H "
International Programs Fair
10 am to 2 pm
Lowry Student Center
BoH Vwtrmitj lurmfcutl Pr-- an
.
232 BJ Stale ftoad. Bat Q, Bortoa, MA tZ2U . 173SMtM
FRANCE AUSTRALIA
seminar
tor students to network, and mat was
one of the most immtant mines that
I saw coming out of the conference.
Traditionally there are not confer-
ences that deal with both black and
latino cultures," she said.
Not all involved agreed about the
impact of the conference. Political
science and black studies major Dan
Turner '94 said, "I think that it helps
younger students withmodels oflead-ershi- p,
problem solving and facing
them with issues they might not have,
previously thought of."
Nonetheless, Turner did not think
the conference to be an overwhelm-
ing success. He sakl.'The conference
did not meet the type ofrequirements
that it would need to meet in order to
discuss both African-Americ- an and
Latino issues. I think that it boiled
down to theworkshopsand the speak-
ers, and many of them simply over- -
1 i i i j:T ftiuukcu inusc eminences.
Turner said, "I believe it's good
that American minorities can come
together and discuss what are many
times separate and competing agen-
das, but also have a same, underlying
agenda in some of the things that we
do and some of the thngs that we need
to achieve. However, I believe mat a
number of the speakers ignored a
number of very important relevant
- issues and information about African-A-
merican and Latino students."
RUSSIA ENGLAND J
3
2
RUSSIA ENGLAND
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New technician helps
solve ACS problems
By ANDY DUKES
The College hired a new full-ti- me
empk3yee,WaljerOweris,iosmM3rk
mis year as fee computer repairnet-
working technician, He will work
with the Academic Compnting Ser-
vice (ACS) and help wifttte repair
and iHflintwijpyy- - of fjjg CBCnpoS DCt
work system.
Owens, who will work year-roun- d,
said that (be Dew position was de-
signed to replace an intern position,
which changed hands every year.
Has lack of continuity disrupted
the system, and caused problems at
the beginning of each school year as
the new intern got used to the job.
Dan Code, assistant director of
ACS agrees with the move. "Up until
this paa year they the College relied
on a student intern to do all that net-
workingrepair work," be said. "They
have taken it so seriously that they
have gone out and hired a person to be
here all the time, rafter than an in-
tern."
The problems that Owens and the
ACS will take on have not proved to
be easy. This summer, the wiring in
Douglass Hall was completely re-
done, and the residence hall computer
rooms both there and in Holden Hall
were rebuilt.
A mix-u-p in the sign-u-p sheets
caused room outlets in some halls not
to get activated when expected.
Becky Muflin94, assistant direc-
tor for Holden's third floor, got com-plai- nts
from students not able to hook
up to the network. "I got so frustrated.
I didn't know what to tell the resi-dent- a.-
She also pointed out that Holden's
new computer room was not up on
time. She said for almost the first
month, "you couldn't print to the
printer right next to you."
Other students ca b i u i imtfd on not
being connected. H was disappoint-
ing bow long it look to get hooked
up." Douglass HaH resident Jon
Pesibone95said.
"But Tra just glad it's up. And
when I bad a problem, the consultant
came and fixed k right away. That
Not all Douglass residents are con-
nected, however. A new piece of
hardware must be immlVri to com-
plete the new wiring, so some people
are not connected.
The new wiring in Douglass will
enable every room to be connected
ttOTTwrk.asoppoaedP thepbysi-ca-l
nmanatim of a patched cable
needed toconnectrooms in halls with
older wiring.
The new hardware will split
Douglass into two Appletalk zones.
Similar plans win split Holden into
two zones, wift the armex on a sepa-
rate, third zone.
The purpose behind these splits is
to help ease the strain on the
overburdened network. The network
was originally designed in 1982 for
two to three hundred people on cam-
pus.
Now, the number ofcomputers on
the network has increased to approxi-
mately M0(X This added burden can
cause busy messages for students at-
tempting to access the VAX or other
campus services.
"Another thing we have a lot of
problems wut issuxkrits using Broad-
cast, because it ties up a lot of the
network stuff.'' Owens said. "Weare
trying to discourage the use of that"
To try to free up the network, plans
are being considered to instaH a fiber
optic trunk to utilize a new network
system called the Ethernet
The goal is to have the whole cam-
pus on Ethernet in five years. But
Academic Computing Services .is
still considering other lines of ap-
proach.
The way things change in thecom-
puter field, it's hard to speculate that
far ahead." said Lee Schultz. assistant
director ofsystems and networking at
ACS.
He said that in the near future, who
knows what the new technology win
be, and something better might be
found.
When asked if more fun-um-e em-
ployees would help, Owens replied,
"Oh yeah, that's a definite." Schultz
said, "More people would be herpfuL
but the cost to the College is also
involved."
Trie proMemsihatstodcrtfs are hav-
ing right rwwwin hepefuflyrx solved
soon. Owens asks students, "just to
be patient, Ijuststartedarnonth ago,"
said Owens.
Tve been trying to get my krveo-lor- y
going and get the network up and
running and then it win be just a
matter of maintaining it," he said.
"Since m be here year-roun- d every
year, we shouldn't have these prob-
lems every fan."
Wanna make someone in your life
smile????
Buy them aflower!!!
The Women of Delta Phi Alpha are selling Homecoming Mums at
Lowry Front Tables on Monday. Oct 1 1 --Wednesday. Oct 13 (Lunch
and Dinner). Make a lasting impression with this special gift!!!
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SGA funds 39 gromps
SGA RELEASES -
On Wednesday night, in Scovel 105. the Student Government Association (SGA) met to approve the 1993 fall
semester budget. The fiffKirg nnHtWn rammirw. intnwwtf thr. applicants ba week and gave their recommen-
dations to the Senate.
TheSGAstandingcommiaeewhichconsist
Ferguson 96 and Matt Queen had the dif
further trimmed the semester's programming funds to $8,119.50. After meeting for four hours and engaging in
informative and complex debate the senate came to the final allocations stated below.
Apple Creek Center $85X0
Babcock Hall; $300X0
Badminton dub: $241X0
BSAj: $280.00
Chemistry Club: $400jOO
Circle K; $120X0
Circle of Friends: $280X0
Compassion: $230X0
Computer Graphics Club: $90X0
Delta Phi Alpha: $60X0
Dene House: $785X0
Douglass Han $330X0
Dream House: $573X0
IF YOU WANT TO GET
STUDENT
PARKING
EGOS: $200X0
Empower: $240X0
Green House: $200X0
Habitat for Humanity: $110X0
Ice Hockey Club: $480X0
Iceman House: $150X0
Images: $75X0
LR.C: $330X0
LSJU $160X0
Lambda: $260X0
LLFj $100X0
LUSO House: $105X0
Math Club: $100.00
TO
START HERE
Medic-Aid- e: $25X0
MenofHarambee: $140X0
Men's Volleyball: $335.00
NARAL: $100X0
OutdoorOub: $100X0
Political science Club: $195.00
Psychology Club: $30.00
Russian House: $165.00
Student Musk Association: $15X0
UJAMAA: $405X0.
Wooster Ballroom Dance: $150.50
W.CF- - $143X0
Wooster Medieval Society. $30X0
FROM
FACULTY
PARKING
We will he visiting The College of Wooster
October 21-2-2
Want to teach? Consider independent (private) schools!
Over 450 independent schools have job openings every year and many seek the energy and
diversity of recent graduates to fill their positions.
TFS i tv nnly nrm-prr.- fit teachgr placement rrpnirarinn. and there-- is no charge to students!
For more information contact your career office or call (800) 257-- 5 1 02
INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
353 NASSAU ST. PRINCETON, NJ 08540 (800) 257-51- 02
EmailatTEACHIESAOL.COM
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Wooster Insight
Courts and Judicial Board
The Judk Board at trie GilegeofWooster isperh
and misinterpreted body on campus. While most are familiar with the
ubiquitous taunt of 7-boar- d," they don't know what goes on behind closed
doors. As it has been pointed out again recently in these pages, the Judicial
Board evolved from the desire to have students, in a sense, police themselves,
as opposed to the Deans' authority. While this may seem similar to trial by "ajury of one's peers," there are a few important differences that must be noted.
Legal council is not permitted, even ifpenalties up to expulsion can affect an
individual. Unlike ajury ofone's peers, the Judicial Board doesn't determine
guilt "beyond a reasonable doubt" but instead weighs 1he preponderance of
evidence." Unanimous jurors are not required for a verdict but "will be
determined by a majority of those members of the hearing board present and
voting."
Events atother insututkro have raised quests
Are stndenrs read their Miranda rights, especially since evidence has been
subpoenaed elsewhere by a real court of law? And if crimes are significant,
should the Judicial Board ever be used as an alternative to aiminal prosecu-
tion? Perhaps ntostimporttiy.do snider
rcnm above campus politics and pressure? If there is not consensus on these
questions, perhaps a review of the judicial system is in order.
A safer happy hour
Socializing on weekday nights at the College of Wooster has at times been
an unsafe ordeaL With few canrpus outlets to see friends, dance, shoot pool,
throw darts and drink an occasional beer, many students have traveled off-canip-iw
tff ftycflp?- - frofn t?1 acady mode. The great danger is that students
normally have traveled by car to off-camp- us establishments to consort and
mingle, creating the dangerous possibility of drinking and driving.Ljx.analternative to this unsafeonfcal has
wimtheUndergnaindhostingahapp Instead
of sitting in a room wuh a couple of friends boozing or traveling off-camp-us
to party, students can find at the Underground a place on campus to relieve
stress and enjoy college outside die classroom, all with out the need to risk
drmkmg and driving.
'
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Faculty disrard for student views indites SGA
We have no doubt that a significant
amountof space will be devoted to the
faculty vote taken Monday night re-
garding the rnorion of several mem-
bers of the faculty to abolish First-Ye-ar
Seminar. For anyone who has
not yet been informed, the motion
failed by a vote of 52-3- 6. Although
the potential for ETC review exists.
First-Ye-ar Seminarwifl continue along
its present course.
As Cabinet members of the Student
Government Association, elected by
the votes of the entire student body,
we fed it necessary to address several
concerns that we have identified with
regard tothe procedure with which the
faculty chose to debate the issue.
First, it became apparent to those
rrKmbersofSGA(andafulll3offlie
studerttbody'sebc representatives
were in attendance) who attended
Monday's faculty meeting that very
few members of the faculty had taken
the time or interest to consult with
Condom giveaway for
On behalf of the College of
Wooster's chapter of NARAL (The
National Abortion Rights Action
League) his necessary to respond to
Joseph Allen'sletterprinted last week.
I do not wish .to enter into a moral or
opinionated argument over an issue
everyone seems to rhinkxhffereatly
about What I do want to do is explain
the purpose of this organization on
this campus and our condom cam-
paign on October 4, 1993.
NARAL is a grass roots, political
activist orgariization dedicauxl to en-
suring safe, accessible and legal abor-
tion to all women, if this is the choice
they make. Our members are not
supporters of abortion; we support a
Lett
students regarding their views on the
well-debat- ed issue. Those members
of the faculty who did bother to ques-
tion members of the student body
appear to have done so only cursorily,
and without regard for achieving an
overwhelming sense of student con-
sensus on the issue.
In addition, mere existed an as-
sumption on the pan of the faculty in
anendarice thatthose students, whedier
members of the SGA or just inter-
ested observers, were attending the
meeting to lend support for maintain-
ing the First-Ye-ar Seminar program
as it is currently designed. Indeed, a
majority of the arguments set out by
the faculty on bothsides reflected
a collective selfishness on the part of
the teaching staff with little or no
regard for the interests of the student
body. Those few points which did
address the role of student opinion in
matters ofcurriculum were dismissed
as being insignificant aspects of the
woman's right to choose.
The condom campaign was part of
our events planned to celebrate the
nationwide day of activism demand-mgrealchccesfcrwon- xru
This cam-
paign was not meant to encourage
people to have sex. And while Mr.
Allen might argue that safe sex is a
fallacy created by the media, it is not
Prxple are having sex and aregoing to
have sex until the end of time. If they
can havener sex, that is what we are
going to encourage people to da We
want people to think about their ac-
tions and take control of theirchoices.
This campaign was meant to be an
educational one. And while many of
the 500 condoms sent to people were
debate over the future of the seminar.
We are not permitted to engage in
faculty meeting discourse. However,
SGA attended the meeting with the
intention of demonstrating to those
members of the faculty who would so
quickly dismiss student input that as
the student body we will actively pur-
sue issues of curriculum. Any mem-ber-of
the faculty who assurnes other-
wise underestimates the level of intel-leciuali- sm
of the students at this insti-
tution, and demonstrates a level of
professional elitism which shows a
clear disregard tor those duties with
whk he or she ischarged ataprofes-so- r
of higher education.
The 1993-199- 4 SGA Cabinet
LAUREN COHEN 94
DAN EPHRAIM 95
AMYMENK'96
JULIE MAYNE '95
APRIL ELSEA 96
PAULKLETZLY'95
PTJNEETBHAGCHANDANI '96
safer sex
iendssendmgniends condoms with
silly messages on them' (see Mr.
Allen's letter), just as many of them
were serious in nature. Bringing these
issues into the limelight and making
people think about them in order to
make more informed opinions is the
goal ofNARAL. I invite everyone to
our next meeting, Sunday at 7.00 in
theLuce Formal Lounge. Ifyou have
questions, comments or concerns
about our organization, bring them to
the meeting. We would be more than
happy to talk to you about our group
and its purpose.
CHRIS BACH 94
co-cha- ir ofthe NARAL, Wooster
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Speak Your Mind
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JAN THOMPSON "96
I would spend the money on more
pariring spaces and thei availability
in relationship to the dorms.
Ideology for every gimmick
Last Friday wasWorld Vegetarian Day. This did not seem lobe an extremely
bad tog, tmless one happened lo resemble a fash hmviretf.but it did start me
porelering about the imbalance between certain ways of thinking or, more
precisely, the disparity between the presentation ofdifferent perspectives.
For instance, vegetarians Enk a physical practice, not eating meat (or eating
non-me- at foods for me people on the positrvesideXwuli a certain perspective.
As the advertisement read:" It is aday designed to hcoe trunk about the issue
of vegmrianivn , and to learn about the beneficial effects.' Similarly, the
American Long Association promotes a bealthy attitude and philosophy by
sponsoring the Great American SnxJ-Ou- t, where pecr are asked id give up
cigarettes for a day. In each case a practice, or
MICHAEL MATTISON non-practi- ce, becomes linked with a way of
" thinking.
However, very few perspectives take this approach, and I think that that is
extremely regrettable. We should work make more ideologies available for
poblkca3surrtptioaForexanmle,wouM
Day7 Could we have everyone not believe in a deity for a day? I realize that it
is much easier to see someone sneaking a bite of porterhouse thank is to catch
someone slipping in a prayer lo the Almighty before dinner, but should that
dissuade off (Some people do say that you can tell atheists by the way they
walk, but this is just a myth perpetuated by high school students who ckxA
know any better.) Ifrdoubtedly there are drawbacks to this idea, besides the
simple difficulty of policing the praying, such as some people completely
lacking a sense of humor on the issue (the Pope comes lo mind).
Nonetheless, shouldn't we be open lo the idea that different ideas, philoso-
phies, ideologies and pedagogies could each have their cmii day? Think of the
possibilities! We could have Catholic Day. where the communion bar is next
to the pasabar.aridAnaichistDay. where we overturn the pasta bar. Democrat
Day should probably foDow Republican Day so all the money we steal on the
firgdaycanbcconrplctcrymisr
to the airport on Hare Krishna Day, and avoid the hospitals on Christian
Scientist Day. QrnmmiOT Day might be tbtf redundant, brt
(nrt tr rarfiiirrl with Rarrhanalia) rwtimly fre iwnwnWrf
Actually we could probably fill a calendar with Days designed lo give us the
ideal way oflzving and thinking. Yet, it is here that we realize the impnwkality
of this endeavor. People do take the ideas that define their lives rather sericsly,
and cannot change their kfeoiogical outkxA as easily or asoto as they change
their clothes (the Perot family excepted). Mirjds are not like closets (a Reagan
remark supra essedX to be dramanraJlynarr
are creatures greended in and guided by specifk beliefs arjd codes ofteriavkr.
It a unfair to ask us to transmogrify oursehes on a daily basis.
- That is the sad part. True, it is good lo have a wide range of perspectives on
campus (as the College likes to advertise that in its brochure), but it is
imfaTunate thatorJy arw winsrxxaarW It is true that I resented
being hit with sign-u-p sheets, advertisements and columns for World Vegetar-
ian Day.butnowlnalizethatldco'tresem the approa
perspectives not doing me same thing. I think every outlook should give
themselves a Hcle publicity and have a World Day. Why not? It would
certainly make things more interesting.
Michael Mattison is a columnistfor the Voice.
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Ifyou were given several million dollars to spendfor the College, 'how wouldyou spend it?
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KARAKURIGER "96
More computers in the dorms.
JASPER OLIVER 94
I'd invest in getting some decent meat
for the spaghetti sauce and practice
rooms for the music department.
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ELIZABETH HOWE 97
Air conditioning in the dorms. Td
pay for catered meals and donate the
rest to serviceorganizations likeWCF.
My word on P.C.
To some this may sound like
bearing a dead horse and perhaps it
is, in two ways. Not only have
issues of political correctness and
free speech been (over?) discussed
in these pages and elsewhere, but
political correctness itself, like the
proverbial beast is, well, dead.
The appearance of Lynne
Cheney
STEFAN A. BEELSKI several
weeks
ago may have been the nail in the
coffin of political correctness at the College of Wooster.
The Wooster Forum, once described as an honor roll
of the far left" had a conservative speaker. Not simply
poiiticaQy incorrect' liberals like Ed Koch and Arthur
Schlesrnger.butan honest to goodness,Reagan appointed,
dyed in the wooL genuine Republican. She was not
mistreated by faculty and students as the two aforemen-tione-d
speakers were in earlier years, but was accorded the
respect guests to the College should, and usually do,
receive. However, in her case it was a pleasant surprise,
not only because ofpast experiences and her ideology, but
also became she had been critical of the College and
rjarticularry First-Ye-ar Seminar.
The changes in that very seminar show the retreat of
political correctness. No longer is Seminar based on a
book that is prefaced on the presumption that only men can
be sexist and only whites can be racist. Cther institution-
alized changes such as the newly liberalized speech code
and less quantifiable ones such asa general oneness to
express opinions inside class and out, that demuusuatethc
breakdown of me PJC paradigm.
This is not to say Wooster has not had its share of
political ujh eiuiess run anxk,bcc3uy. we certainly have.
Our speech code and judicial board have been used lo
punish speech. One black student punished for his speech
was charged, tried and 'convicted' in his words of "being
racist against myself." This attitude that ideas that make
one feel uncomfortable can be silenced has extended to
individual P.C. vigilantes. Only a year and a half ago, with
stormtrooper tactics, nearly every copy of this newspaper
was stolen. because a story upset some individuals. While
the identity of the grand larcenists was allegedly known by
the administration, they weren't prosecuted, m hindsight,
I can see that this is neither a conspiracy nor a nod of
approval from the administration, but simply a tactic to
avoid additional negative publicity.
i frrc
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BARRON MOODY '94
V
Endow a couple professorships in the
sciences, and we could use an extra
practice field around here.
Perhaps incidents like these
slowly sobered us up to P.C pit-
falls. I don't thii it was anything
dramatic. We certainly didn't have
the flamboyant antics of
Dartmouth Review-typ- e right-win- g
cranks. I doubt even if any-
thing dramatic would work. But
the question remains as lo the why
Wooster may have escaped long-ter- m
effects of this academic fad.
Perhaps it'smydisciplinary bias.
but I think the answer might be
found in our history and our philosophy toward higher
edi ration. Unlike the presidents of some large universi-
ties, Howard Lowry opposed the right-win- g intolerance
of the McCarthy era. Wishart, an earlier president,
defended Woosters teaching ofevolution from attacks by
William Jennings Bryant. Perhaps the spirit of these
examples may be with us stilL
Certainly Wooster, as an mstitution that bucked the
academic trend by deliberately transformmg itself from a
university into a liberal-ar- ts college cannot be loo preoc-
cupied wuh emulating large research instituticm. Among
our small liberal arts peers, possibly some Midwest corn-mo- n
sense helped Wooster avoid the pretensions of the
boutique schools of the Northeast.
Perhaps multicultural study and our sizable commnnity
of international students has provided a healthy dose of
experiences that helped contexfuali7C American history
and issues. We now can see that they pale in comparison
with a caste system, ethnic warfare and the subjugation of
women (immolation of widows, female circumcision)
found elsewhere in the world.
Political correctness is a paper tiger, perhaps it was all
along. It kept people in ideological line because of their
pa leptim of theconsequences. Now it would be hard lo
find someone who truly feels they can't express their
views openly on this campus.
Wooster is a liberal school and will remain so. This is
not an issue. What is important is that the liberal traditions
of tolerance and freedom of thought are again given the
prominence they deserve.
There may be a few isolated incidents in the months to
come that win cause people lo argue political correctness
is not quite dead yet. Perhaps, but it is tenninallyilL We
may have to simply wait it out and witness the last futile
gasps. Will the last one out please pull the plug.
Stefan A. BielsJd is viewpoints editor for the Voice.
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The realities of college drinking: The life of the party?
By CAROLINA MIRANDA
For many students, Friday night
will usher in the first of two consecu-
tive nights of alcohol consumption,
beginning with the first cold beer of
die night and ending, hopefully, in
their own room. Whether they go to
an aU-cam- pus party, lounge around in
asuite,or hang outmtheirrooms with
friends, many students will make die
run to Dino's Drive-thr- u to obtain
their beverages for the night.
Thanks in part to the movie "Ani-
mal House," college conjures up im-
ages of crazy parties, and students
have become notorious for excessive
drinking. Even at a small college like
Wooster, the social life includes aU-cam-pus
parties where students drink,
often excessively. CristineErvin 94
summed up campus social life. Tar-tie-s
here, you go, you drink, you get
drunk, you dance," she explained.
'That's the party scene."
Several other students echoed that
sentiment "When you think about
the weekend, you think about parties.
Directly associated with that is drink-
ing," one sophomore said. Another
sophomore felt drinking was essen-
tial to having fun. 1 feel it's neces-
sary for me to have a good tune," he
said. "It's justsuch acctnmon college
thing. h'basicaHy ante ofpassage."
Rite of Passage
Most first-ye- ar students undergo
the rite ofpassage to som extent when
they find themselves surrounded by
alcohol in a relatively uncontrolled
The 'TOs
By MEGAN DONEY --
AMANDA JUNKIN
.
Long hair? Violations of the Code
of Academic Integrity? The Harlem
Globetrotters? Oh yes,boys and girls,
it's all here in the next installment of
the "Voice X years ago."
In October 1970, there was a con-
troversy over hair length in relation to
atiiletic performance. Did longer hair
prevent an athlete from excelling in
his sport? Apparently not; 66 stu-
dents signed a petition stating that
longhair wasnot an athletic detriment
but rather an individual decision, and
length wasunimpcrtant,provided that
it did not interfere with performance.
Also in October 1970 was a so-call-ed
"run-out-," in which the fresh-
man girls at Holden HaH were awak-ene- d
at 5 ajru, forced to dress and run
around campus through Bissman and
Andrews Halls before they returned
to Holden at 6: 15 ua.
In October 1979, William M.
Baird, vice-presid- ent for academic
affairs, filed a formal charge against
Lisa Vickery. editor-i- n --chief of the
Voice , accusing her of violating Sec
setting, although they may not enjoy
drinking. One first-ye-ar who drinks
three times per week states mat his
reason for drinking is simply "to get
intoxicated." Arxxher, who also drinks
about three times each week, is not
even sure why he drinks. He says
simply, 1 don't know. It's fun."
. One sophomore admits to drinking
five days a week. "Just to unwind
after a hard day," is the reason. "Col-
lege is tough, so you need torelax,"he
explained. Drinking to relax is a
common reason for drinking among
students, as well as "to have fun," as
a senior succinctly said. The sopho-
more who drinks five times a week
also said drinking is one of the only
ways to have fun. "Without a struc-
tured activity, there's nothing else to
do in this school," he said.
Living chemical-fre- e
Some students choose not to drink.
The chemical-fre- e section in
Kenarden, for example, provides an
alcohol and drug free setting for the
students who choose to live there.
Alcohol and illegal drugs are prohib-
ited and residents cannot come home
intoxicated, explained Rob Johnson
section. "I wanted to be able
to support an area where people are
trying not to indulge," he explained.
"People here make sure thatalcohol is
not a major factor in their relating to
each cher,other people and community-bu-
ilding."
Johnson dcesn'tfeel trial the lack of
alcohol detracts from the social life be
im a matsheE
tion LA of the Code of Academic
Integrity. The charges were brought
against her for the placement and de-
fense of an advertisement placed in
the Voice that referred to a mail-ord- er
catalogue that lists academic research
papers.
The editor allegedly violated the
section of the code mat states a stu-
dent at the College of Wooster win
not receive or give aid otherthan that
sprrifralry allowed by the professor
on any examination or course work.
Vickery pleaded not guilty to the
charge. Several seniors began circu-
lating a petition around campus de-mand- ing
that the charge be dropped.
Baird agreed to drop the charges un-ccndition- ally.
The editorial policy
regarding the ad had been changed
even before the charges were filed
because of the concern voiced by
students that the ad did not reflect
their values.
An interesting letterwaspublished
in the Feb. 22, 1980. issue of the
paper, bread: To the editor. We the
guys of delta iota kappa are really
(really) mad about your Voice' s cov-
erage of anti-secti- on stuffby the teach
and his residents share. He said they
try todo things together,and will have
social hours and movienights. "We're
trying to have a dance that would be
chemical-fre- e. Everyone would be
invited,butnoakx)holwouldbe there."
Beth Mullaney 96 feels uncom-
fortable arxxtt the presure toclrink on
campus and pointed out mat some
students may show signs of drinking
problems. "They some students use
it alcohol as a solution to problems
and that's not what it is," she believes.
"It's an irresponsible useof thedrug."
Is there a problem?
One senior believes that a few of
her friends show possible signs of
alcoholism, but that college was a
diffkultplace todetennineadruuong
problem. "I don't think the college
setting will predict what will happen
after "she said. "Nothing's going to
show until after college because col-
lege is such a special situation."
Psychology major Aaron Lear '94,
whoseI.deab with childrenofalco-
holics, agreed that it is difficult to
determine whether college students
show signs of alcoholism. "It's hard
to say what an alcoholic is," he said,
realizing that a couple of his friends
may show the signs. "It's a really
ambiguous thing." One first-ye-ar said
drinking too much may hurt some of
nis friends later. "Not now, but prob-
ably in some years there will be some
people with problems, he said.
In some cases, student drinking has
been carried to dangerous extremes.
One student recalled her experience
ers what do they care what we do huh
we pay six thousand dollars a year
(plus dues) to have the right to do
whatever wewant(wheneverwe want
to whoever we want) have any of the
teachers here ever gone to a section or
do they ever come to our parties no
and what about services to the com-
munity we're equal members."
Over Winter Break 1980, the
Wooster Fire Department re-evalua-ted
the seating capacities of build-
ings around the campus using mea-
surements, inspections and analysis
of exits as their guidelines. The din-
ing halls were dealt the most severe
adjusrmemorders. Lowry, which was
previously able to seat 620 persons,
has now been reduced to a limit closer
to 500. The seating in Kittredge was
reduced to 384 to 287 seats.
On Tuesday, Oct 16, the Harlem
Globetrottersputon abasketball show
in Timken Gym. This event was
sponsored by the Downtown
Rebounders, a group in town that
backs theCollege ofWooster basket-
ball team. A substantial part of the
proceeds were debated to theCollege
Bus Fund.
when she "consumed
too much alcohol" and
had to be taken to
Hygeia, the Student
Health Center, by --her
roommate because she
was throwingupblood.
"Idon'tremember any-
thing that happened
through thenight. They
Hygeia personnel
asked me what my ,
name was and I
wouldn'ttell them,"she
remembered. "They
had to put bars up on
the bed because I was
.
so reckless. I was try-
ing to get out so I could
go drink again
Head Nurse Nancy
Anderson declined to
comment on students
taken to Hygeia be-
cause of drinking.
Anderson, who co-,- '.
chain the Drug and
Alcohol Task Force,
said Wooster is like
other colleges when it
comes to alcohol con-
sumption.
"This is an issue that
needs to be addressed
on college campuses,"
she said.'
some wooster students nnq uus a more
famOiar sight than others. -- :
Coming Out Day at
Lambda Wooster
By ALEC BISAHA
Special to the Woke
Monday is National Corning Out
Day. For some this is about as impor-
tant as National Left-hand-ed Orni-
thologist Week, but as members of
Lambda Wooster, it is very important
to us.
National Corning Out Day is a day
set aside for people to come out to
their neighbors, friends and loved
ones. Coming out refers to making
others aware of your sexual orienta-
tion, whether it be homo--, hetero--, or
bisexual. The term originated from
ttephrase.MConungoutof thecloseL"
.
Some people want to know why
comeoutat Theysay thataperson's
sexuality is just a bedroom issue and
shouldn't be dismissed publicly. In an
ideal world this would be true, but we
live in a world which is far from ideaL
In our world, people arejudged solely
on who they are sexually attracted to,
and value judgments are assigned
without regard to what the person is
actually like.
It is very confining to try and hide
one's sexuality. It is such an integral
part of a person's identity that trying
to edit it out is virtually impossible. A
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person's sexual identity affects ev-
erything from whom a person dates,
to the friends they have, to the actrvi- -,
ties they involve themselves in. Few
people actually realize just how sig-
nificant their sexual identity is.
AtLambda Wooster we try to edu-
cate peopkabcnitsexuaury, theirown
as well as others. We also function as
a supportgroup forpeople ofalternate
sexualities. This doesn't mean, how-
ever, that you have to be gaylesbian
bisexual to join; we welcome every- - --
onewimancpenmind.
.
-
This weekend there are several
events around campus sponsored by
Lambda in honorofNational Coming
.
Cnu Day. Tonightand tomorrow night
there are movies in Luce Multi-Pur-po-se
Room at 7 pjrt, and Sunday
night at 8 couples from Parents and
Friends of Gays And Lesbians CP-FLA- G)
will discuss how they ad-
justed to their children coming out
Lambda Wooster encourages ev-
eryone to come out to someone on
Monday, especially ifyou are hetero-
sexual. We would also like to invite
everyone to our weekly meetings,
Thursday nights at 9 pjn. in Lowry
118. We hope to see you there, and
Happy Coming Out Day!
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Emma Amos: Art that crosses boundaries
By MARCUS McGRAW
Since the beginning of the fall se-
mester, Frick Art Muwmi has been
displaying the worts ofEmmaAmos.
Various themes of berworic that ap-pe-ar,
such as (he capturing of one's
personal identity, the questioning of
racial biases and the lack of control in
one's own life, mirror questions that
art raised during the educational ex-
perience.
Amos, by coming 10 Wooster, cre-
ates a Prague cijmple of someone
who does not only question, bat more
Biipciunfly responds to the world
around her. Because of this example
she was chosen k not only show her
work, but to speak to students as part
of the Fas-Ye- ar Forum. In this cre-
ative response, she displays the im-
portance of creating and then teach-
ing, not only as a means of expres-
sion, bat also a stop toward personal
success.
In a recent Voict interview, she
stated, T think that everyone wants to
be creative in some way. When you
are working you've got to be creative
or yoa just a slug. Being innovative
and Kstnrtive. it's creative. If you
can arrange your life where you are
there is
black art
think that there is and white
white art9 ?"Much of
Amos
Upcoming week in entertainment
Oa.8
""Whose Life Is h, Anyway7"
Through Oct, 16
Uni rersity Theater, Uni'vasity of
Akron
John Hayman Quartet
9-3-0 pjn
Rhythms
Lil' Ed A The Blues Imperials
10 pjn.
Wilbert's
Bobby "Blue" Band
I pjn
Agora
Sana
8 pjn.
Peabody's Cafe
The Retractors
9 pjn.
Peabodys's Down Under
Gypsy Boots, with My Hero;
Ground Zero, A Tempos Fugit
9 pan.
Flash's Concert Club
Oct9
Her Story. His Story: Jeweby
and Sculpture by Kathleen Browne
and Keith Lewis
Through Jan. 2
Akron Art Museum
Bobby Vee, Lesley Gore, Sam
Moore. The Vogues, The Chif-
fons, The Del Vikings, The Tymes
and Stormy Weather
7 pjn.
Stats Theatre
making something or making some
oneuridn stand aiittriing.thenl think
you've got it made."
Amos' work has the ability to com-
municate to different audiences on
different levels. She creates images
that reveal she
has bad pralar
struggles thai 'Tdhate to
younger gen-
erations
black at endpos--
Heri
sages, reaching a wide range of aodi-erxt- s,
contain a quality ofreality.one
which she facedafter finishing school.
Inreference toher New York years,
she said, T& was the big time and I
knew k. You get there and nobody
pays any snrryxTito yon. You're just
a kid. That experience is what devas-
tates many yooegpamten and sculp-
tors. They know thst sf some point
they are going to have to go out and
jump in this pooL Maybe it s New
York, Los Angeles, maybe it's
Wooster. It's reality."
Amos not only faced competition
in New York, but also the signifi-
cance cf being an African-Arnehca- n
woman artisL There has traditionally
been hole wrioen critically about Af-ricao-Ame-rican
artists, which, as she
Akron Symphony Orchestra with
Richard Todd
8 pjn.
EJ. Thomas
Jimmy Thackeray A The Drivers,
10 pjn.
Wilbert's
Cherry Bomb. Kidd Wicked, Love
AWar.Mr.NiceGuy
9 pjn.
Flash's
Odd Girl Out
9 pjn.
Peabody's Down Under
The Waynes
9 pjn.
Peabody's Cafe
Cleveland All Pro Wrestling.
Shane Douglas vs. the Grim
Reaper
7-3-0 pjn.
The Agora
Oct, 10
Canton Ballet
2 pjn.
Canton Palace
Heritage of the Brush:
The Roy and Marilyn Papp
Collection of Chinese Painting
Through Jan. 2
Columbus Museum of Art
George Benson, RacheQe Ferrefl
7 pjn.
State Theatre
Suzan Harjo
8 pjn.
stated, lemforces the fact that "the art
world is a white art world, and the
buyers of art are white." Despite this
lack of acknowledgment, she is un-will- mg
toseparatemrracial bound-
aries. She said. Td hate to think that
identity is observed in her work. In-
fluences such as growing up in the
rich cultural Hfe of Atlanta's West
Side, her African heritage arid therole
of her family seep out from the multi-
media she uses. Under the direction
of her parents, Amos was exposed to
numerous artists and perfijiuas and
was encouraged to paint and draw.
She left Atlanta when she was 16 to
attend Anticch CoOege and. after re-cervrghg(tegTee.continue- dhereda-eyinp
tt the London Central School
ofArtandNew YorkUnrverrity. Yet,
the realization ofbeing American did
not occur until she left the United
States.
"You don't know what it is like to
be an American until you go some-
where else and you're surrounded by
Cleveland Public Theatre
Cleveland Warks-A-Th-on Benefit:
Fim Light. The Janglers, Prayer
Warriors. Advocates, Delicate
Balance
4 pjn.-- 2 am.
Peabody's Down Under
Oroboros
9 pjn.
Hennessy's
Ocl 11
Steve Vai
8 pjn.
The Agora
Oct-1-
2
Les Ballets Africains
8 pjn.
EJ. Thomas
JekyQ and Hyde
Through Oct 24
Magical Theatre Company
The Secret Garden
Through Oct. 17
Palace Theatre
Henry KeDen Paintings of a
Traveller
Through Jan. 2
Cleveland Museum of Art
Jackyl ,
10 pjn.
The Agora
Sammy's Good Eye
9 pjn.
Peabody's Cafe
Winger, Blackfish & Atomic
Americans. I don't think that Tdever
had the luxuryoffeelinglikean Ameri-
can. So, to go to England, France and
Gerrrany andbe treated HEemAmeri-ca- n,
no matter whatmy color was just
wild. Tm rjot a Black American to
these people. To just an American.'
Her experiences in Europe did be-
come one part of her own work; it is
conveyed in the message that African
art, as Eared through Africari-Ameri-can- s,
is no different from other art
movements. And Amos success, is
not detennined by the money she
earns, theart she ex hibits,orthe words
she speaks, but through hercreations, "
which reveal, communicate and edu-
cate.
"Emma Amos: Paintings and
Prints 1982-92- " is on display at Prick
Art Museum through Oct. 24. It in-
cludes works from her "Falling and
Water" and "Woman Artist" series,
sod her py tfplJ tribute to her
father,"A Reading at Bessie Smith's
Grave."
Frick Art Museum is located on the
WoosterCampus on Uni vciiiry Street
between Beall Avenue and Bever
Street Hours are Monday through
Friday, 9 aJn. to noon, and 1 to 5 pjn.
and Sundays 2 to 5 pjn.
Punks
9 p.m.
Flash's Concert Club
PEL 13
Ansel Adams: The Early Years
and Degas to Matisse: The
Maurice Wenheim Collection
from the Harvard University
Art Museum
Through Nov. 5
Cleveland Museum of Art
Bob Margolin, Arm Rabson
10 pjn.
Wilbert's
Oct. 14
The Cherry Orchard
Through Oct 30
Great Lakes Theatre Festival
Ohio Theatre
Master Harold and the Boys
Through Nov. 7
Weathervane Community Play-
house
Distant Foes
Through Nov. 7
Dobama Theatre
Deganno & Key, Geoff More &
The Distance
7:30 pjn.
Canton Palace Theatre
Charlie Weinerland Orkestra
10 pjn.
Wilbert's
AIL My Name, Down By Law
9 pjn.
Peabody's Down Under
FRIDAY, OCT. 8
Lisa's Wild Wooly's sweater
sale. Lowry Lounge. 9 ajn.- - 5:30
pjn.
Happy Hcw.TheUriderground.
5 pjn.-6;4- 5 p.m.
Video Night t for Justice."
TTk Underground, 50 cents.8 pjn.
Steven Seagal Week, This time,
Steven Seagal stars in the exciting
story of two boyhood rivals who
grow into adult enemies with the
law between them.
Student Spotlight Showcase.
Mom's Truckstop, 8 pjn.--l 1 pjn.
Show your support for your fellow
students.
.
Scot Lanes brings you the Red
Pin Special from 9 pjn.-- ll pjn.
Win free games.
SATURDAY. OCT. 9
Chess Tournament begins at 1
pjn. in Scot Lanes. Sign up now at
Scot Lanes.
Film: "FJ MariachL" 7:30 and
10 pjn, Mateer. SI. Filmed for
only $7,000. this is an offbeat,
sotah-of-the-bor- der film noir. The
story spins around a gentle, guitar-playi- ng
mariachi who is mistaken
for a tut man when he arrives in a
Mexican border town.
SUNDAY. OCT. 10
Classic Film: "AIL-- Fear Eats
theSouL" 7:30 pjn, Mateer, free.
DirectorRairterWernerFassbinder
teUs a touching story of the un-
likely love affair between a Ger-ma- n
floor-wash- er in her sixties and
an inarrirnlatft Arab mechanic.
MONDAY.OCT.il
Registration begins for video
gamennball tournament. Tourna-
ment to be held on Monday. Oct
25. Register in Scot Lanes.
TUESDAYi0CT.12
VkleoNight "Ttaamed Heart"
The Underground, 50 cents, 8 pjn.
Christian Slater and MarisaTomei
star in this heartfelt story of two
unlikely people whose romance
slowly blossoms into true love.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13
Happy Hour has been canceled
for this week.
THURSDAY. OCT. 14
Registration forms due for
Homecoming parade float, hall &
house decorating contests in the
Ijjwry Center Drator'sOffice by
5 pjn. Pkk up blank forms in the
Lowry Center Director's Office,
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In the music ofRadiokead,
Manchester meets SeceMle .
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
In 1991, five guys from Oxford,
EnglawL got together and farmed the
bandRadnhead. Because ofthe qual--'
ity of their deino, released in England
as the EP"DrilL" they were signed by
the end of the year. In late 1992, they
followed the EP with the full-leng- th
aIbum,"PabtoHoney,"whidishotup
thecham in the United States thanks
to the constant MTV Buzz Bin play-
ing ofthevideo for the singleXreep."
Before the critics could say, "next big
thing." they had shown up at MTV's
spring break and were bona fide stars.
With "Pablo Honey," the band
Radiohead has created perhaps the
most listenable "alternative" album
since the last Material Issue offering.
The rvrkiritensery personal anddrip-
ping with adolescent angst, are au-
dible, intelligible and pathetic It's
the perfect alburn to put on when you
want to unwind or are feeling particu-
larly self-pityin- g.
The first track, "Cry," starts out
dream poppy a la the 1992 barrage of
English bands with one names (Ride,
Blur) and then assaults with some
fearsome beats. & sounds odd but
works in a Manchester meets Seattle
sort of way. Another notable track is
trjefifAtra "Thinking About You"
an angst-fille-d acoustic ballad that
avoids sappiness and could be their
big radio breakmrough if released as
-
a single. "Anyone Can Play Guitar"
starts off drenched in a swirl of psy-
chedelic feedback and includes the
most truthful confession ever to come
out of the mourn of one of today's
pouting preening alternative darlings,
"I want to be Jim Morrison." The
band'sselfroJairned favorite song,
"Vegetable," is a mellow croon not
unlike the big single "Creep" with me
verses leading to gutsy distorted sing--a
long chorus. The band wears its
mftnrnces on its sleeve with songs
like the last track. "Blow Out," with
its kxmge--y guitar riffs paying big
dues to late seventies FM radio rock.
"Stop whispering and start shouting,"
Thorn Yorke, Radiohead's vocalist,
exhorts in the fourth track, These
words pretty much describe the musi-c- al
setup of the whole album, the
songs starting out slow and rntfhodi-c- al
only to incorporate ear splitting
and mangled vocal styles at me cho-
rus. Good, clean, extremely listen-ab- le
fun. In an interview last
Wednesday, Colm Greenwood, bass-
ist for theband, said that ifRadk)head
had one thing to change about then-succes- s,
they'd move the Capitol
Records building to New York City.
They don't like Los Angeles, where
the offices currently are placed.
"There's justice many happypeople."
But, even after statements like that
and the fact that Britain's New Music
Express called mem the band most
likely to " claim the king of glum's
songwriting crown," Radiohead is
St t
,1
r provided by CAPITOL RECORDS
Radiohead from left to right: Colin Greenwood, Ed O'Brien, Tbom
'
Phil Greenwood. " : " :Yorke, Serway, Jonny
quick not to let themselves fall into a
stereotype saying, "We're certainly
not like Mcnisey."
.
When asked about musical infl-
uentGreenwood said that it's ahard
question toanswer. "Certainly there's
slot ofbands we like to listen to. Elvis
Qjstello,RE Lou Reed, The Soft
Machine, The FalL There are a lot of
arguments about who tolisten to when
we're on tour."
They're thrilled about their sudden
success, saying that they feel that
they're doing quite well for " a
bunch of soft English boys." But.
they're quick to assert the fact that
success hasn't changed them much.
"America is so big that we're not
really mat famous. Nobody recog-
nizes us and we still can't get a good
table in a restaurant. Although that's
starting to change in England. Espe-
cially for Thora Yorke. the voca-
list." They haven't fallen prey to the
drugged out rock band stereotype ei-ther.e'r- ejust
law-abidi- ng, no drug
taking.
--.We're quiet boys." Adding
later, "We do like to play cards."
In the same vein, when asked about
their name, which they stole from a
song on the Talking Heads album,
"True Stories," they say that it's e-a- Dy
just a simple name for simple
people," said Colin. Radiohead's not
kxking to send out any sort of deep-sca-le
message, though. "We're not
trying to say anything to America's
youth. We're just saying whatever
we'resayirig andpeople seem toiden--
tifywithiL"
When asked about comparisons to
the Sex Pistols because of the self-loathi- ng
songs and manic stage act,
Colin replied that they don't really
feel influencedby thePistols although
they love the classic "Never Mind the
i.ii.'t.
w 2
Bullocks" album. However it's easy
to call this response in question since
they requested and will be working
with the same production team who
worked with the Pistols in their hey-
day. The next album, to be recorded
in January and February, is going to
follow much thesame route, although
it'll be recorded over a longer time
than the three weeks a took to record
"Pablo Honey." Concerns have been
raised about keeping everythingfresh
especially when following in the same
vein as "Pablo Honey." Colin says
that they're going to " fight like
hell" in order not to get stale. Their
plan for their third album comes to a
little bit of surprise however, with
rumors abounding that it'll be an all
acoustic album. Responding to accu-
sations that Radiohead is jumping on
the ClaptonS tewartUnplugged
bandwagon,classically-traine- d Colin
says no, that this has been planned for
awhile. "We're really just an acous-
tic band trying togetout We write all
of our songs on an acoustic guitar."
When asked about theproblems of
popularity and lost independent label
credibility, the band says mat they
haven't lost anything. They believe
that if one band leaves the under-
ground to attack the mainstream an-
other up-and-com-ing youngband will
take their place as darhngs of the ultra
hip
Finally, when asked where he sees
Radiohead 10 years down the line.
Colmresprjods,wimhistonguefirmry
planted within his cheek, "Old, fat,
with drag problems and releasing a
greatest hits alburn."
They're currently finishingup their
American tour with the supporting
band Belly. Next imisaCanadian and
European tour with openers James.
An evening at the movies
DeNiro's directorial debut
By BOB CORNA
"ABronx Tale" isagangster movie
with abit of a twist Robert DeNiro's
directorial derjiitrevealsayoungboy's
growth and development into the
Mafia, which begins to set up shop in
his neigh--
borhood.
This Italian-Americ- an Veryfew lads
what to do byboy named
Colagitto is especially in
drawn to-
ward
asfascinating
the
like being told
their parents,
terms ofsomething
as the Mafia,
Mafia be-
cause all the tune while he was grow-
ing up, the mob members were his
heroes just as much as his athletic
heroes.
He comes from a hard-worki- ng
Italian family who force him to stay
away from these gangsters. Very few
kids likebeing told what todoby their
parents, especially in terms of some-
thing as fascinating as the Mafia.
Colagino's father especially tries to
keep his son out of the Mafia, but
Colagitto dishonors his parents and
gets involved at a very young age
because he finds it fascinating.
Colagitto takes on a Mafia boss
named Sonny as asecond father. The
relationship between Colagitto, his
father and Sonny seems to be the
central theme of the movie. This idea
of father-so-n relationships may have
something to do with the fact that
DeNiro dedicated this film to the
memory ofhis father.RobertDeNiro
Sr. In the end of this film we see a
series of very powerful scenes that
'
shows us the clifference between right
and wrong, friendship and business,
A Bronx Tale R
1:10 pm, 3:35 pm, 7:15
pjTL, 9:40 p.m.
Striking Distance R
1 :30 pm, 3:40 pm, 5:55
pm, 8:10 pm, 10-.2-0
pjTL
The Program R
V35 pm, 4:15 pm, 7:20
pjTL, lOpJTL
The Fugitive PG-1- 3
1 :00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7: 10
pm, 9:50p.m.
Man Without a Face
PG-1- 3
1 : 15 pm, 4: 10 pm, 7
pm, 9:35 pm
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster
aswellasafather'sloveforhisson. It
is too bad thatalmostall movies about
Italians mustalways involve thenega-
tive stereotypes that are exemplified
by theMafia,but at least this film was
able to portray a hard-worki- ng Italian
family trying to make it in a cruel
: world, un
like movies
dealing
with the
same sub-
ject like
The God-
father" and
tjoodfcflas."
Another issue brought up in this
film is the idea ofracism. In the film,
the Italian ndghborhood does not get
along with the African-Americ- an
.
rieighborhood new toit This is some-
what similar to theconflia that exists
in Spike Lee's "Do The Right Thing"
in terms of how these two groups
clash. For some reason the young
Italian-Americ- an boys resent the
young African-America- ns that keep
passing through the predominantly
Italian neighborhood. This in turn
leads to a series of conflicts between
the two groups. We see racism on
both sides and in the end we experi-
ence a scene that gives us arealization
of just how stupid racism is. Nobody
wins.
This is a very exciting movie that
may beaba disturbing tosomepeople
but it is worth itbecause in the end we
learn some great lessons about life.
Atone point in this film Sonny states,
"The saddest thing in life is wasted
talent" Don't be surprised to see
Robert DeNiro's favorite sidekick
either. Viva Italia!
The Good Son R
1 :50 pm, 3:50 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:55 pm, 10:05 pm
Malice R
1:20 pm, 330 pm, 5:40
pm, 7:50 pm, 10:10 pm
Mr. Jones R
1 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:45
pm, 8.05 pm, 1020 pm
Mr. Nanny PG
1:40 pm, 3:55 pm, 5:50
pm, 7:45 pm, 935 pm
Demolition Man R
1 :Q5 p.m., 3:45 pm., 7.05
pm, 9:45 pm
'All shews before 6pm.
$325, all other shows $5.
(216)3454755
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off-seaso- n areprisirinrg included John
Bade, an eighth-ye-ar guard formerly
wiih the Hawks, as well as third-ye- ar
forward Tyrone HiH, acquired from
the Golden State Warriors.
The team's nrrertainty about what's
to comehong
heavily in
the air as
players
spokeabout
their expec-
tations for
the upcoming season. "We've got to
get lo know each other. We've got
some new faces, and a new coach.
We've got to see what he dishes out,"
said the Cavs '6 11" fcrwardcenter
John "Hot Rod" Williams. "What-
ever Mike asks us to do, weH do it,"
he said!
"Right now there's a lot of uncer-
tainty" said guard Mark Price. 1
have no idea what the first play were
going to learn is."
But the team expressed confidence
m their new coach. "Mike is a good
basketball coach with a good knowl
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Cleveland Cavs head to camp buoyed by new talent
By LAUREN COHEN
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
RICHFIELD -- New players, new
coaches, and the retirement of an old
foe were on everyone's minds yester-
day wbea the 1993-9- 4 Cleveland
Cavaliers addressed the media at
Richfield Coliseum, before heading
to Wright State University in Dayton
to enter training camp for the upcom-
ing season.
The event was the first chance the
media had io catch a glimpse of Mike
FratfUo. who appeared to be easing
cornfbrtabty into his new role as head
coach of the Cavs, after two years as
color comrnentator for NBC Prior to
his two-yea- r stint with NBC, Frateflo
was the head coach of the Atlanta
Hawks. He replaces former head
coach Lenny Wilkens who left the
Cavs organization lobecome thehead
coach of the Los Angeles Clippers.
FrateQo's wasn't the only new face
-t-he newconiera includedChris Mills,
the team's first-roun- d pick out ofAri-
zona as well as second-roun- d pick
Stacey Poole from Florida. Other key
edge of the game," said center Brad
Daagherty. "The team always takes
on the demeanor of its coach. WeH
go out and try to put his style of play
into action," Daugherty said.
According to Battle, FrateHo is
"ener- -
"Without Michael, we're gonna
beat the BuUs"
Cleveland Cavaliers guard
Gerald WiDdns
geoc," and
"likes the
fast-pac- ed
basketball
game."
Battle is the
only Cava-
lier who
played under FrateHo in Atlanta.
Still reeling from the news of Chi-
cago Bull Michael Jordan's retire-ine- tt,
speculation atoundedconcern-
ing the Cavs chances to win the
Eastern Conference crown. Jordan's
Bulls eliminated the Cavs from the
playoffs in three of the past four sea-
sons. The Cavs remember only too
well Jordan's dramatic buzzer beattr
in Game Four of last spring's Eastern
Conference semifinalstostop the Cavs
bid for the title. Still, Cavs' players
bowrrpIayedJccuan'srcmtheBuus'
success.
"Mike was just one player," said
Williams. Price agreed: "Obviously
with Jordan, Chicago was the favor-
ite. I think it does open things up for a
lot of teams," he said. Guard Gerald
Wilkins was more candid. "Without
Michael, we're gonna beat the Bulls,"
he said. -
Guard Terrell Brandon felt that
Jordan's departure would have little
effect on his preparation for the up-
coming season. Tm going into the
season tbe same way as if Michael
was playing." said Brandon. "Things
must go on. There win be a new star."
But for Mills, one of three rookies
on the pre-seas- on roster, Jordan's de-
parture has had a significant impact
"I would have loved to play against
Jordan," be said.
Mills, a highly touted first-round- er
out of Arizona, is expected to be a
contributor for the Cavs this year.
Tm excited about coming in and
playing. I hope that I can get some,
quality rninutes as a rookie," Mills
said of himself.
With the lossof Cavs veteran shoot
WHERE YOU WORK
WHEN YOU GET OUT OF COLLEGE
DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU DO
MOW.
Consider an INTERNSHIP in Philadelphia.
Recent Wooster participants:
Sarah Choudhury, Intern, Women Organized Against Rape
Johanna Fouse, Intern, Physical Therapy, Jefferson Hospital
Chris Green. Editorial Assistant. The Other Side
Jennifer Vella, Legal Advocate, Women Against Abuse .
In addition to working at theirjob placements, your classmates also
participate in academic seminars. They gain independent living skills,
experience the diversity ofurban living, and develop professionally;
ALL WHILE EARNING CREDIT FOR A FULL SEMESTER.
GLCA Philadelphia Center
GRADUATE WITH EXPERIENCE.
For more information, contact Charlotte Wahl, Urban Studies Department.
1227-2- 9 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107; tel. (215) 574-949- 0; fax (215) 574-05- 63
ing guard Craig Ehlo, who has signed
with the Hawks, Mills' development
as an NBA player might be acceler-
ated to compensate. -
Tve always been labeled as a guy
who knows the game. Now if I can
master knowingthe game in theNBA,
I think 111 have a long career."
Mills is glad that the season is fi-
nally getting underway. Tve played
arme nickun with these imv. Plavincr
" -
- - - -s r OJ J opickup with these guys you can learn
the tricks."
Forme team, the next step isgetting
into training, where the only thing
that is definite is the upcoming two-a-da-y
practices. For the players, the
goal is to leam FrateDo's system, and
'to establish unity among the new and
okL The Cavs will also be looking
ahead to the wide-ope-n Central divi-
sion, which they predia will no longer
be dominated by Chicago. Accord-
ing to Mtfls, hard work will make the
difference.
"When you work hard, that's how
you get ready for the games, and
when you get ready for the games,
that's how you win," be said.
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Volleyball posts more wins
Now that tfa Lady Scot volleyball team has surpassed its win total for
the past two seasons combined, the next objective win be to post a victory
in North Coast Athletic Conference play.
Wooster, which has won three of its last four matches, enters the week
with a 4-- 12 overall record, but the Lady Scots have not won a conference
match since 1990. They hope tochange that beginning this week when they
open NCAC play.
Wooster travels to Delaware for a tri-mat- ch with Ohio Wesleyan and
Allegheny tomoi row.
Fighting Scots
By PETER JAMES
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team continued its roller coaster sea-
son this week as they split two road
games. They traveled lo Wittenberg
on Saturday and fell to theTigers 1-- 0,
but rebounded on Tuesday to defeat
Marietta 2--0. The Scots now stand at
5-4-
-1 overall. 1-1- -1 in the NCAC
In Saturday's game, the first half
was dominated by Wittenberg. The
Tigers controlled the action and had
numerous scoring opportunities. Al-
though the Scots held them scoreless
mroughoutmuchof the firsthalf,with
less than 10 minutes to play,
Wittenberg got on the scoreboard. A
Tigerforwardtookashot fromthe left
side of the box that found its way
throughacrowd ofdefenders andpast
goalie Paul Elliott 97. This turned
out to be the only goal of the game.
The second half was much like the
first Wittenberg continued ID apply
pressure to Elliott, who was forced to
make a career-hig- h 11 saves. The
game ended with the Scots being
outshot20-6- V
"We don't really have any natural
goal scorers, so we sort of have to
scheme our way to goals," explained
split games
actinghead coach Graham Ford about
the Scots' lack of offense. Today,
we got beat to the baQ, and we were
caught ball-watchin- g."
The Scots also suffered an injury to
forward John Kozak '96. He injured
his Achilles tendon early in the sec-
ond half and missed the rest of the
game as well as the game against
Marietta.
Kozak's injury along with the ab-
sence ofChris Bond 94, who left the
team because of personal reasons,
forced Ford to shuffle his lineup for
Tuesday's game. He inserted Ben
Falcone '96 back into the starting
lineup and moved Bob Leonard from
his defensive position up to forward.
This moved proved to be the differ-
ence in the game as Leonard scored
both goals in the 2--0 win.
Less than twominmrs into the game
the Scots scored their first goal.
Leonard headed a cross from Roger
Haller 95 into the back of the net to
give the Scots a 1-- 0 lead.
Leonard again took the ball from
Haller and beat the goalie for the final
goal of the game.
TheScoohostback-to-bac- k games
thisweekendwhenthey take onHiram
today and Earlham tomorrow.
The Women's Athletic Association has named
Sarah "Bert" Robertson 96 as their "Athlete of
the Week." Robertson is co-capt-ain of the
Women's volleyball team.
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Runners excel in
conference meet
By ANDREW RODGERS
PAUL KINNEY
Cool weather and poor race condi-
tions did not hinder the performances
of Wooster' s men's and women's
cross country teams at Saturday's tri-m- eet
in Granville, as the men's team
battled it out with Denison and
Kenyon,whilethewomen'steamtook
on Denison and Case Western Re-
serve. Despite missing several key
runners, the Lady Scots defeated
Denison and Case, scoring 21 points
to Case's 49 and Denison's 58. The
men's team, also missing key runners
due to injury, was narrowly defeated
by Denison as the Big Red scored 29
points against Wooster's 34. Both
teams defeated Kenyan, which fin-
ished with 64. -
The Lady Scots were led by Susan
Roberts '94, who finished second
overall. Roberts was followed by
Sandy Clark '94 who came in third.
On the men's side, Alex Dawe 94,
also finished in second place to lead
the men. Wheeler Spaulding 94 was
the next Scot finisher in fifth place.
Coach Dennis Rice was pleased
with the performances. "With the
guys' team, I dunk to be within five
points ofa team like Denison shows a
strong effort. The women's team
again put in an exceptional race, and
SusanRoberts did anoutstanding job."
Wooster will attend the All-Oh- io
championship today.
(SU
Save $3 on a full-servic- e oil change just by showing your
College of Wooster ID. at Valvoline Instant Oil Change
2514 Cleveland
345-68-55
'Dacount applies to tegular price only. Not
Do really think canyou you . . .
Beat the Experts?
Tom Wilson "97 won last week's
Beat the Experts contest with a 16-- 4
record. In all, three contestants out of
10 were adept enough to beat second
week's expert Lauren Cohen, who
finished at 3-- 7. .
Now, it's time for Week Three.
This week's expert is Peter James,
who rebounded from a tough first
week by going 15-- 5 last week. Good
luck. You're going to need it A
grand total ofsevenpeople have been
able to beat the experts in the two
weeks of die competition. All you
have to do is fill out the form, which
is located on the red ledge in the
entrance to the mail room and place
into the box next to the forms.
Along with Wilson, last week's
winners were Matt Roach '94, who
.
also had a 16-- 4 record, but lost the
tiebreaker, Blake HiMner '95 who
finished at 15-- 5 and Meredith Rucker
'96 who compiled a record of 14--6.
All four of those who beat the ex-
perts last week are automatically eli-
gible for the grand prize drawing at
the end of the football season. Wilson
won the $5 first prize.
Overall, Mark Hugh leads the ex-
perts with a 30-1- 0 record. Tied for
second are Mike Householder and
Lauren Cohen at 29-1- 1. Peter James
is in fourth with a 26-1-4 mark, while
John Finn is in fifth with a 26-1-4'
mark.
M-- F 9 am
Sat 8am -
Sun 11 am
valid wtji any am service offer. Valid at thislocatian
The experts' consensus picks are:
Philadelphia, Kansas City, Dallas,
Miami,N.Y. Giants, Minnesota, Pitts-
burgh, Phoenix, N.Y. Jets, Denver,
Buffalo, Florida State, Michigan,
Louisville, Notre Dame, Ohio State,
Oklahoma, Washington, UCLA and
Florida.
This week's games:
Chicago at Philadelphia --
Cincinnati at Kansas City
Dallas at Indianapolis
Miami at Cleveland
N.Y. Giants at Washington
Tampa Bay at Minnesota
San Diego at Pittsburgh
New England at Phoenix
N.Y. Jets at UA. Raiders
Denver at Green Bay
Houston at Buffalo
Miami (Fla.)at Florida State
Michigan at Michigan State
Louisville at West Virginia
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
Ohio State at Illinois
Oklahoma at Texas
Washington at California
BYUat UCLA
Florida at LSU
-- 7 pm
5pm
-- 3 pm
only. COW
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Cathy Hansen S5 advances the ball downfield during the Lady Scots'
3--2 overtime win over Kenyon. Wooster also tied Oberlin 3--3 on
Tuesday afternoon.
Scots snap streak
By MARK HUGH
The College of Wooster field
hockey managed to pet back on track
after a bard two weeks which saw
ibem lose six in a row. First, (bey
ended their losing streak with a gut-wrench- ing
overtime victory against
visiting Kenyoo and followed that
performance by tyingaiooghOberlin
team on their own turf. Wooster is
now 3-7- -1 overall and 2-3- -1 in the
NCAC
Saturday s game was a mast win for
the Lady Scots another loss would
have sent the team into total disarray
and the season would have been a lost
cause. Knowing this the team came
out and played spirited match. Lisa
OstermueDer 94 said. we definitely
had to pick op the intensity, and we
didT
Even though the team came out
fired up Kenyon got on the board first
scoring with just 6:19 left in the first
half. Kenyon managed to hold the
lead and went into the half up by one.
Kenyon may have had the lead,but
Wooster was dominating play. The
Lady Scots had a huge edge in shots
and kept Kenyon pinned in their own
zone. However, the big problem was
Wooster" inability to score. No mat-
ter how dominating your team is if
you do notscore you do not win. And,
Quotes of
With him fa there, Chicago b
the favorite, now it's wide open."
CaraSn'guard Mark Price
on MichaelJordan's retirement.
T
ifcjTTl
in the second half Wooster came out
with goals on their minds.
Wooster totally dominated the sec-
ond half from beginrimg to end. In
fact, goalie Becky Tederstram 94
only had to make nine saves the entire
game. This gives some indication just
how 1 Wooster maintained the pres-
sure deep in Kenyon's zone. Finally,
at 13:19 Katie Ewig97 got Wooster
on the board with a superbly placed
shot past the Oberlin goalie. The goal
seemed only to inspire the team to put
more pressure on Kenyon. Wooster
kept on attacking and almost scored
the game winner in the final seconds.
Woostermaintained their unrelent-
ing pressure and at 8: 16 of the over-
time period Kenyon's defense finally
collapsed as Ostennuller '94 finally
put IhOT out of their niisery by poking
in a loose ball for the victory.
Wooster next traveled to Oberlin to
take Yeowomen . According to
OstermueDer , Oberlin is always a
tough team to play , because they are
well skilled and coached."
OstennueDer's comments came true
as Wooster played to a double over-
time tie 3--3. Katie Ewig' 97 was
Wooster's big gun scoring the hat
trick.One final note, Meg Wood 95
made a successful return from a back
injury and played several strong min-
utes coming off the bench.
the Week
I'm in ray eighth year in the
league. I've shown everyone
what I can do.
Cert'guard Mark Price
Football beats Kenyon, ends
five year drought against Lords
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
As the adage goes, "good things
come to those who wait." The Fight-
ing Scot football team waited four
games for their first win of the season,
and they got it,beating Kenyon 27-2- 1
last Saturday.
Wooster halted a five-ga-me losing
streak against the Lords dating back
to 1987, as the Scots picked up their
first overall win of the year as wcH as
their first win in North Coast Athletic
Conference play. The Scots used a
strong performance fromquarterback
Scott Amstutz 97 as well as a strong
ground game to hand Kenyon its
second loss against two wins.
In all, the Scots chewed up 162 total
yards on the ground, compared to
Kenyon's 80. The Scots also used
three Lords' miscues (one fumble and
two interceptions to their advantage).
Kenyon's high-power- ed passing at-
tack was effective, gaining 247 yards,
but itwas not enough as the Scots held --
on to a 20-- 7 halftime lead for the win.
Head coach Bob Tucker said. "We
wanted to establish the run, and That's
what we did."
Wooster pounced on Kenyon's de-
fense early.sccririg on its first posses-
sion cf thegarne.T drive totaled 62
yards on seven plays, capped by a
five-ya-rd run to the left side of the
Kenyon defense by tailback John
Graebing "96. The drive consisted of
seven running plays and no passes.
Three Kenyon penalties also aided
Women's soccer makes it
By LAUREN COHEN
After two disappointing losses to
Denison University and Baldwin-Walla- ce
University last week, it was
almost essential for the Scots acccer
learn to come out strongly this week.
The women were able to improve
their record, which now stands at 6-5--1,
after making it two in a row this
week.
The women went 2-- 0 for the week
against conference rival Wittenberg
mSpringfkldcnSaturday.and against
Ohio Northern on Wednesday
evening.
The
football: -
Saturday-- Oberlin (H) 130
men's soccer:
--Today- Hiram (H) 4:00
Saturday- - Earlham (H) 4.-0-0
Wed- - Ohio Wesleyan (A) 7:30
the Scots' effort.
Near the end of the first quarter,
Kenyon's center snapped the ball over
the punter's head. The Scots recov-
ered the blown play on the Lords' 15-ya- rd
line. Three plays later, starting
quarterbackJim Smucker 96 bit tight
end Tim Gargasz "96 for the Scots'
second score and a two-touchdo-wn
lead.
"The breaks went our way. We
converted on theseoppurtunines,"said
Tucker. -
Following a Kenyon score in the
second quarter, the Scots were able to
put another score on theboard as a 39-ya- rd
pass from Amstutz to wide re-- .
ceiver Rick Fax 94 capped a six-pla- y,
56 yard drive as time expired in
the first half. Place kicker Seth
Carpien's 94 PAT was no good, as
the Sxs went to the kxker room with '
a 20-- 7 advantage.
Kenyon cut the Scot's lead to six at
20-1- 4 at the beginning of the fourth
quarter. After the two teams ex-
changed punts, the Scots put theLords
away for good at the 736 mark of the
final period. Amstutz hit Fox once
again, this time on an 1 1 --yard touch-
down pass to put the game out of
reach at 27-1- 4.
Tm very pleased that we didn't
quit on this season. I challenged the
seniors, and they responded. This
was one of the mrteariousa Wooster
team has played in my nine years
here," commented Tucker.
Individually, Amstutz finshed the
The women held the Tigers score-
less through the game, and in fact for
a while it looked as if the game would
end in a draw. But then at the 25:59
mark in the second half, Marcy Hunt
94 scored an unassisted goal to put
the Scots on top of the Tigers.
Goalkeeper Denise Drescher 97
chalked up only one save in last
Saturday's game, but says that num-
ber reflects the tremendous effort by
the team's defense. "Our defense just
basically kept them away from the
goal, sol didn't have todo much," said
Drescher.
Wednesday's 2--0 win against Ohio
upcoming week in Sports:
field hockey:
Sat- - Ohio Wesleyan (A) 1 1:00
Tuesday-Kenyo- n (A) 4JO
women's soccer:
Saturday- - Earlham (H) 1:30
Wed- - Ohio Wesleyan (H) 4:00
game 3-fo- r-6 passing for 107 yards
and two touchdowns. On the ground,
Graebing gained 63 yards on 18 car-
ries.
Defensively, safety James Weaver
94 had seven tackles and an intercep-
tion. Safety Dana Kreeger 95 had six
tackles and an interception. Line-
backer Geoff Jamison 96.1ed the
team in tackles with eight. -
Tomorrow, the Scots host Oberlin
in another NCAC showdown. The
Yeomen have struggled this year,
compiling an 0--4 overall record. The
Scots handed Oberlin a45-1- 4 trounc-
ing last year. Kickoff at Papp Sta-
dium is at 1:30. -
Oberiin has strength on defense. I
have a lot ofrespect for them and their
coach. ' I'm concerned with them,"
finished Tucker.
SCOT NOTES: Wooster holds a
commanding 49-12--2 overall series
lead against Oberlin, including seven
wins in a rowAmstutz is third in
theNCACmpassmgeffieciencywitha
rating of 1 1 9.7 Kreeger is fourth in
the NCAC in intereceptions with I
two Amstutz's 56-ya-rd pass to Fox J
with one second remaining in the first
hair .:o -- . I
longest play from scrimmage this
season Fox's 141 yards receiving
against Kenyon was the third most in
history by a Wooster receiver in one
.
gameTE Rob Mondillo 9S and
WR Brian Wright '94 are butC Mark
Berger 95. DB James Weaver 94
andOL Mark Webb "94 are probable.
two in a row
Northern pushed the Soots over the
.500 mark, making their record 6-5--1 .
Beating Ohio Northern by two goals
reflects the way the team was able to
come together, Drescher said. "We
dominated in that game. I think our
team is starting to come together
more," she said.
The first goal of the game was
scored on a header by Larisa Fricsons
94. Fricsons was assisted by Delia
Hoye"94. According to Drescher, the
second goal was socred by an error on
the part of the opposing team.
The team will take on Pariham at
home at 1:30 tomorrow.
volleyball:
Sat: Allegheny at OWU 1:30
Saturday: OWU (A) 3:30
Thursday: Mount Union (A) 7.-0-0
cross country:
Today-- All-Oh-io meet at OWU
